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SUHMARY 
A computer simulation of a slotted wind tunnel test section which 
includes a discrete, finite-length wall slot representation with plenum 
chamber constraints and accounts for the nonlinear effects of the dynamic 
pressure of the slot outflow jet and of'the low energy of slot inflow air has 
been developed. The simulation features were selected to be those appropriate 
for the intended subsequent use of the simulation in a wall interference 
assessment procedure using sparsely located wall pressure measurements. 
Simulation results demonstrate that accounting for slot discreteness is 
important in interpreting wall pressure measured between slots, and that 
accounting for nonlinear slot flow effects produces significant changes in 
tunnel-induced velocity distributions and, in particular, produces a 
longitudinal component of tunnel-induced velocity due to model lift. A 
characteristic mode of tunnel flow interaction with constraints imposed by the 
plenum chamber and diffuser entrance is apparent in simulation results and is 
derived analytically thruugh a simplified analysis. 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of methods which make use of measured wall pressures in 
the assessment of and correction for wall interference in wind tunnel tests 
has been the subject of a significant amount of recent effort (ref. 1). Such 
methods for application to two-dimensional airfoil tests have reached a 
relatively mature state (ref. 2) and data handling procedures for production 
use have been developed (ref. 3). The excellent survey of ref. 4 clarifies 
the role of such methods within the broad scope of theoretical approaches to 
the problem of two-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference. For 
three-dimensional applications, however, satisfactory interference assessment 
methods are not yet available. One reason is that a very large amount of 
experimental data is required to define the boundary surface distributions 
needed for three-dimensional assessment computations. In ref. 5, Mokry 
simplified this problem by representing the test model as a point disturbance 
and using an azimuthal harmonic description of the outer boundary. Wall 
pressures measured in four longitudinal rows \vere used to define the lowest 
order harmonics, and higher harmonics were ignored. Rizk, et al (refs. 6 
and 7) used a more realistic representation of the test model based on the 
known model geometry and measured forces and moments but assumed that the 
measured data available were sufficient to define fully an outer computational 
boundary near the tunnel walls. 
The results to be described in this paper were obtained in a study 
undertaken to develop a new outer boundary treatment which offers the promise 
of a high level of accuracy while requiring measurement of wall pressures at a 
practical number of points. In concept, the outer computational boundary is 
provided by a numerical model of the tunnel test section capable of simulating 
geometric details having a small size relative to the characteristic tunnel 
dimensions, and formulated in terms of boundary condition parameters which can 
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be controlled to reprouuce the pressure distributions ueasured along several 
longitudinal rows in the tunnel. For this purpose the nULlerical model should 
provide a realistic representation of all test section features capable of 
affecting significantly the pressure at the measureuent locations. A 
numerical test section model has been developed in an attempt to satisfy this 
requirement. It is applicable to test sections having open (unbaffled) wall 
slots and is limited at ~resent to subcricical wall flows. In keeping with 
the practice develolJed ior two-diLlensional interference assessment, viscosity 
effects at the wall are not Llod~l~d overtly uut are assumed to be accounted 
:Cor by adjusting the parameters of inviscid form boundary conditions as 
necessary to lllatcb Lleasured presl:lUres. Confidenc~ in the validity of this 
approach is strenhthened by the results of Sedin and Sorensen (ref. 8) whch 
show that, for the axisyruuetric cacle studied, adjustuent uf such paramet~rs in 
a theoretical inviscid slot uoundary condition yielded good agreement with 
Lleasured uodel ~ressures at the tunnel center line. 
The nULlerical Llodel has been developed within the context of a wind 
tunnel flow siLlulator, that is, all boundary cOllllitions are specified without 
recourse to data measured in an actual tunnel. The simulation is a system of 
linear equations larg~ly based on high order panel method technology as 
implehlented uy Thomas (ref. 9). Slotted wind tunnel walls are represented 
either as equivalent homogeneous walls or with discrete slots and are of 
finite length with recognition of the flow constraint imposed by a plenum 
chamber. The discret~ slot siLmlation includes the nonlin~ar effects arising 
froLl the dynamic pressure in the outflow jets issuing from the slots into the 
plenuu and from the low energy of inflow air from the plenULl. A 
computationally eificient algoritl~ is used for iterative update of the 
solution whell the nonlinear features are included. Some results from use of 
the sihlulation are presented in ref. 10 and a user's guide to the computer 
prograLl which performs the siLlulation is provided by rei. 11. 
The present paper presents a comprehensive description of each feature of 
the siuulation along with simulation results to illustrate the characteristics 
of the feature and, where possible, to compare the simulation results with 
known criteria or to compare alternative foruulatioHs. In the case of linear 
siuulation of discrete slots, the crossflow characteristics are examined in 
detail and are related to the theoretical slot flow models of refs. 12 and 13. 
Results from the complete simulation are compared with wall pressures measured 
in two different experiLlents. Finally, a characteristic uolle of interaction 
between the tunnel tlow and plenum constraints, observable only with finite 
length slots, is derived from simplified first principles to clarify a pattern 
of tunnel pressure distributions apparent in many of the simulation results. 
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SYHBOLS 
a slot width 
C crOS6 section area of test section 
Cn drag coefficient 
CL lift coefficient 
C pressure coefficient p 
c reentry flap chord, also local wing chorJ 
cl,c2 constants of integration 
d slot spacing 
F attenuation factor, defined by eqn. (13) 
r 
f fraction uf reeutry flap chord 
h tuuuel half ileight 
K diLll.msionless coefficient in equivalent homogeneous slotted wall 
boundary conuition 
K coefficient in discrete slot boundary condition 
~K' increuent in K due to distance from slot 
1-1 Hach nuraber 
n number of slots 
P slotted wall parameter, l/(l+Kd/h) 
R coefficient in porous wall boundary condition 
r radial distance from source line representing slot 
rb radius of slot inflow bubble 
S line source Btrength, also teBt model reference area 
Uoo far field reference velocity, represented herein as unity 
u,v,w velocity perturbations in x, y, and z directions respectively 
norualized by tunnel far field velocity 
uf reentry flap boundary conditiun paraLleter 
3 
V test model volume 
X,y,2 cartesian coordinates 
I:. prefix denoting increment 
o lift interference parameter at Llodel location, I:.rwL 
E slot cuntrol point recession distance 
e body azi!.J.Uth anE,le 
~ slotted tunnel characteristic langth, deiined by eqn. (20) 
a panel source sheet strength 
¢ perturbation potential 
¢ perturbation 1'otelltial outside the boundary of tunnel flow domain 
Subscripts 
d pertaining to slot discretizing perturbation 
h pertaining to equivalent homogeneous slotted wall 
r arising from tunnel interference 
n normal to wall 
0 condition at slot origin 
l' plenum chamber condition 
r condition at distance r from line source 
t condition at distance E from line source 
Superscripts 
4 
D point doublet model disturbance, results have been multiplied by 
S3h3/V 
S point source model disturbance, results have been mUltiplied by 
S2c/CnS 
L point lift Llodel distur-uance, results have been Llultiplied by C/~ S 
LESCRIPTIOU AND EVALUATIOH OF SUiULATION 
General Panel l1ethod 
The cOluputer lJrograhl \Jhich ileriorhls the wind-tunnel :":low sililUlation was 
developed by starting with a general purpose panel Idethod prograta for solving 
sulJsonic aerodynataic flow problehls and adding those features required to solve 
the slotted test section 1low problehl. The panel hlethod program selected for 
this purpose is a vectorized program written at HAS A Langley Research Center 
by J. L. Tholilas for use in the panel method technology study reported in 
ref. 9. The prograru provides for hlul tiple networks of panels. -wi thin any 
network the singularity distribution over each panel may be specified as a 
null, constant, or bilinear source distribution and a null, constant, 
bilinear, or biquadratic doublet distribution. For the higher order 
distributions, continuity of the singularity strength across panel edges 
within a network is enforced in a least square sense. Boundary conditions are 
iLlposed at control points which are located, in general, at the panel centers. 
Additional control points are provided at the corners and edges of biquadratic 
doublet networks to allow achievement of a high degree of doublet strength 
continuity across edges of abutting networks. 
The program provides a flexible tool for applying panel method technology 
at a level comparable to those methods described in hlore detail in refs. 14 
and 15 to obtain incompressible aerodynamic flow solutions to problems with 
steady state Neumann boundary conditions. Both a direct and an indirect 
hlethod of imposing the NeUlllann condition are provided. The direct hlethod 
requires the solution to satisfy the prescribed velocity component normal to 
the panel vn at control points. In the indirect method, the panel source 
strength is set a priori to the specified normal velocity less the normal 
component of the far field (reference) velocity; and the solution is required 
to produce zero perturbation potential in the flow behind the panels (¢ = 0) 
at the control point locations. Even with direct application or the Neumann 
boundary condition, the panel source strengths may be prescribed as in the 
indirect hlethod so that the flow behind the panels retaains essl!ntially 
unperturbed. Previous experience with panel methods (c.f. refs. 14 and 15) 
has shown that although the indirect form need not satisfy the prescribed 
NeUhlann condition exactly at control points, it generally produces a more 
accurate overall solution than the direct form. 
During the present study, the basic panel method procedure was modified 
to account for subsonic compressibility by hleans of the Goethert rule and to 
calculate pressure coefficients from the local velocity magnitude by use of 
the exact compressible relationship. The procedure for storing and handling 
the llallel aerodynaraic influence coefficients was raodified as described in 
Appendix A to reduce computational resource requirements. 
Fundamentals of the Test Section Simulation 
The slotted test section sitaulation is an aerodynamic flow prediction 
problelil to be solved using panel method technology. The problem can be 
characterized in terms of the boundary geometry of the cOlilputational dOhlain, 
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the type and order of known and unknown singularity distributions on the 
boundary, the form and location of boundary conditions, and the form of 
singularities used to represent sources of flow disturbance. Hany of these 
characterizing elements could be chosen from the uptions available in the 
general panel method alrt!ady dt!scribed. Provisions to accept other elements 
were dt!veloped and incor~orated in~o the panel method program in the course of 
the present study. Notable exaLlples of the newly developed ft!atures include 
the singularities and boundary conditions used in the slotted-wall regions of 
the tunnel and the prescribed singularities uSt!d to represent the wind-tunnel 
test model and its support sting and sting support sector. 
A baseline characterization of the test section simulatiou is illustrated 
in fig. 1. Host of the results presented herein to illustrate the program 
develo~ment were obtained using the bast!liut! problem characterization except 
for specifically nott!d departures. The baseline wind-tunnel test section is 
Vresumed to have a square cross section with half-height h and have solid 
side walls and six slots in each of.the top and bottom walls with openness 
ratio aId of 0.06. Only one half of the tunnel is Llodeled; the other half. 
is represented by symwetric rel.:lection across the x,z plane of symwetry. The 
solution domain is the interior of a rectangular parallelepiped having a cross 
section identical to that of the test section throat. 
The top, side and bottom Loundaries art! each paneled with a network of 
biquadric doublet panels with unknown strength and a boundary condition 
requiring 1 = 0 at control points. For this interior flow problem, ~ is 
the perturbation potential in the exterior flow and a basic aim of the 
siulUlation is to keep the exterior flow essentially unperturbed so that the 
norLlal velocity at the interior flow boundary is equal to the local source 
panel strength. Thus, an a priori spt!cification of sourct! panel strength (or 
the absence of source panels) completes the imposition of a Neumann boundary 
condition on the interior flow by the indirect method of the general panel 
program. At control points lying on network edges at the plane of symmetry, a 
special condition is iLlposed requiring that the panel doublet gradient be 
continuous across the plane of syumetry. In the slotted wall regions of the 
test section, the boundary condition on the interior flow is not a Neumann 
condition; therefore, the source strength is considered to be unknown and is 
solved simultaneously with the doublet strengths to satisfy the boundary 
conditions on both the interior and exterior flows. The source distributions 
and boundary conditions for both homogeneous wall and discrete slot 
siwulations of the slottt!d wall are developed in the following section. The 
source lines shown on fig. 1 are used in the discrete slot simulation. 
The cross section of the upper right hand tunnel quadrant shown in 
:C1.g. Ib illustrates the location of panel boundaries as well as the line 
sources at slot locations in the discrete slot simulation. In the 
longitudinal direction, panel lengths varied from a hlinimum of 0.3h near x 0 
to a maxiwUnl of about 4h at the ends of the tunnel domain. 
The downstream end of the tunnel flow domain is closed by a combined 
source and doublet constant strength panel. A boundary condition requiring 
(j)= 0 is imposed at the panel center thus allowing the closing doublet panel 
to absorb whatever perturbation potential has developed in the interior flow. 
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The source strength is also considered unknown and is linked by a special 
provision in the siMulation program to a free control point for which both the 
location and boundary coudition are selected by the user. In the baseline 
siMulation, this frt!e point is used to impose the q> = 0 condition at the 
upstream end of the interior dOLlain \.here tht! absence of a doublet pallel 
results in contiuuity of potential between the exterior and interior dOMains. 
The unperturbed flow has by deiinition a velocity of unit magnitude in 
the vositive x direction. The axial velocity entering the interior flow, 
therefore, would be essentially unity if the entrance is located far froLl any 
perturbing influences. In the baseline simulation, Llore positive control of 
the entering axial velocity is achieved by using a source panel at the 
upstream end with a direct NeuLJ.ann boundary condition at the panel center. 
Alternatively, the free control point feature can be used with the upstream 
source panel to specify the axial velocity at some other reference location in 
the interior flow. 
The wind tunnel test model is represented in the baseline simulation by 
any of the three elemental singularities which have become traditional for 
basic studies of wall interference, the point doublet, point source, and point 
lifting system (semi-infinite line doublet) to yield solid blockage, wake 
blockage and lift interference, respectively. The point singularities are 
generally located on the tunnel axis at x = O. The simulation program also 
provides for much Llore realistic representation of a wing-body-tail test model 
and its support system which are discussed in a subsequent section of the 
paper. In the siLlUlation program output, tht! flow properties given at a point 
include the potential and velocity component perturbations due to tunnel 
interference as well as the total velocity components and total perturbation 
potential. For this purpose, the interference perturbation is defined as the 
summation of perturbations froLl all singularities except those representing 
the test model. These results are calculated not only at all panel centers 
and slot control points but also at points along arbitrarily located survey 
lines. All results presented herein of simulations using point disturbance 
representations of the test Llodel are given in the norraalized form defined for 
the superscripts D, Sand L. 
SiLlulation results for the simple case of a square solid wall tunnel witll 
each of the three point singularity Llodel representations are shown in fig. 2 
for both the direct (vn = 0) and indirect (Cj) = 0) forras of the Neumann 
boundary condition. Data at control points are shown by point symbols and 
data along survey rows are shown by line symbols in straight line segments 
connecting the individual points in the survey row. The longitudinal spacing 
of survey points is a uniform distance of 0.25h. 
The longitudinal velocity distribution at or near the top wall center 
line is shown in Fig. 2a and the wall interference velocity distribution on 
the tunnel axis is shown in fig. 2b. The two forms of the solid wall boundary 
condition yield sOLlewhat different results. Values of interference velocity 
at the point Llodel location x = 0 are cOLlpared with theoretical predictions 
from the forraulations of ref. 16 in the following table. 
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Point \lall boundary condition Theory 
Hodel vn = 0 "f=0 
Doublet .0851 .0893 .0896 
Source .2444 .2499 .2500 
Lift .1361 .1367 .1368 
The interference velocities obtained with the f = 0 boundary condition show 
excellent agree~ent with theoretical values while SOhle significant 
discrepancies result frow. use of the vn = 0 COIHlition. 
The added mass flow from the point source disturbance should result in a 
norwalized axial velocity perturbation far downstream equal to 0.5. The top 
wall vl:!locities shuwn on fig. 2a for the point SOl.1rce reached values of .4889 
and .4998 for the vn = 0 and q> = 0 boundary conditions resvectively. 
Thus, for the vn = 0 condition, 2.2 percent of the added uass "leaked" out 
through the walls in the vicinity of the point disturbance. The "f = 0 
condition reduced the leakage to 0.04 percent. 
The nature of this leakagl:! is illustratea in fig. 2c which shows the 
longitudinal distribution of the normal velocity cow.ponent on the side wall at 
or near z = O. Considering first the vn = 0 boundary condition, the nOrhlal 
velocity is shown to be exactly zero at the panel center control points. The 
survey line at z = O.lh, which passes through the control points, shows some 
non-zero values between panel centers but the survey resolution is not fine 
enough to define the shape of the distribution over each panel. The survey 
at z = 0, however, coincides with a line of panel boundaries as shown on 
fig. lb. The normal velocities shown at z = 0 for the doublet and source 
disturbances are in general in the same direction as the wall-normal component 
of the disturbance-induced velocity, indicating an overall incomplete 
cancellation of normal velocity by the simulated solid wall. \lith the "f = 0 
boundary condition, the normal velocity at control points is no longer zero, 
in general, but is displaced so as to compensate tor the nonuniformity over 
the panels. Thus it may be stated that the vn = 0 condition causes the 
local surface streamline to be tangent to the boundary at each control point, 
but the ~ = 0 condition acts essentially as though the bounding stream 
surface passes through all control points. 
The top wall normal velocity distributions given on fig. 2d show that the 
norhlal velocities at control points are distributed similarly to those on the 
sidewall but the survey along panel bOl.1ndaries at y = 0 shows a distribution 
which is hlore like the sidewall survey through control points than like that 
on the z = 0 panel boundaries. This is because the y = 0 plane is treated 
ill the siw.ulation prograru as a plane of sYhlhletry and the special boundary 
condition imposed at the network edge control points at y = 0, together with 
s)1ll1L1etry considerations, enforce doublet gradient (vorticity) continuity 
across the plane of syrumetry. As a result, each panel intersecting the plane 
of symruetry behaves as half of a larger panel bisected by the plane of 
symw.etry and the flow anomolies which can occur at typical panel boundaries 
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are suppressed at y = O. This feature is of particular value in the discrete 
slot simulation to be discussed in the next section. 
Linear Slotted \JaIl SiLlulation 
Singularities aud Boundary Conditions.- The flow near a wall with discrete 
slots is simulated by a llrocedure which !Jakes use of two concepts used by 
Berndt in ref. 17. The first is the use of the perturbation field from a line 
source singularity as the outer expansion of a discrete slot perturbation, 
valid where the slot width is s!Jall relative to distance from the slot. The 
second is the formulation of discrete slot effects in a slender body context 
whereby the three-dimensional flow solution with slotted walls is for!Julated 
as a three-diLlensional solutiou satisfying a hOLloheueous wall Loundary 
condition, plus the difference between two two-diLlensional crossflow 
potentials, both of which satisfy the crossflow properties far fro!J the wall 
of the homogeneous-wall 3D flow, and each of which satisfies crossflow 
properties at the wall appropriate to the discrete slot or homogeneous wall 
conditions respectively. By this means, the discrete slot simulation can 
benefit fro!J any refinements in the hOLlogeneous slotted wa.ll condition which 
result from slotted wall research. 
Consider first the homogeneous wall solution. The linearized homogeneous 
slotted wall bounda.ry condition may be written 
where vn is the outward normal velocity. This wall is modeled by 
superiLlposing a network 
the slotted wall region 
panel centers. Because 
points, the substitution 
of bilinear source panels over the doublet panels in 
and iLll'osing the hOLlogeneous wall condition at the 
the basic ~ = 0 condition is also imposed at these 
vn = -ah is valid ana both the source and doublet 
panel strengths are treated as unknowns to be deterLlined during the solution. 
With this substitution, eqn (1) is int~grated assuming a constant u to p 
obtain 
~ - ~ - U (X-X ) - Kdah = 0 o p 0 ( 2) 
which 1s the boundary condition actually used in the homo[;eneous wall 
simulation. Special constraints on the bilinear source distribution for the 
homogeneous wall simulation are discussed in Appendix B. 
The model of the discretely slotted wall is developed using the 
homogeneous wall as a starting point, and superposing additional singularities 
on the slotted wall boundary to collect the wall flux into discrete lines. 
The discretizing singularity is defined as a source distribution so that its 
influence on the interior flow wall flux is local and directly quantifiable. 
No attempt is !Jade to suppress the corresponding influence on the 
computationally defined exterior flow. Instead, the unperturbed exterior flow 
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corresponding to the homogeneous wall solution is retained as an identi.tiable 
part of the total solutiuu by explicitly excluding the influence of the 
discretizing singularities froLl the exterior flow potentiul constrained by 
the q> = 0 boundary contlition. The discretizing singularity, therefore, is 
quantified as the combination of a source sheet of stren~th 
(3) 
to cancel the smoothly distributed wall flux in the hOlilogeneous wall interior 
flow and a set of source (or sink) lines at the slot locations of strength 
/
d/2 
S = - addy 
-d/2 
(4) 
to replace the distributed wall ilux with a concentrated flux of the same 
mabnitude. In any crossflow plane, the perturbation in the interior flow 
inducecl by the discretizing singularities on the boundary is equivalent to the 
difference between the two crossilow potentials used ill the slender body 
representation uf the discrete slots. The discretizing singularities directly 
produce the required flow difference at the outer boundary and eqn (4) 
promotes the rapid decay of the cliscretizing perturbation with distance from 
the wall by ensuriug that the net source strength is zero in boundary segments 
the size of the slot spacing. 
To iLlplement this concept in the nurllerical Llodel, the line sources as 
well as the longitudinal edges of the suurce and doublet panels are placed at 
the slot locations. The line source strength S is quantified at the panel 
corners, varies linearly on the intervening segments, and has a value of zero 
at the upstream and downstream ends of each slot. The total source streugth 
on the panels is obtained by coubining the houogeneous wall and discretizing 
sheet strengths, and its value at each pauel edge midpoint adjacent to a slot 
is linked to the local value of S so as to assure that eqn (4) is satisfied. 
Details of the discrete slot source network are described more fully in 
Appendix B and calculation of the aerodynamic influence of the line source 
elements is described in Appendix C. 
The relations given previously may be combined to specify the total 
source sheet strength a in terms of S as 
s 
= 
-N ( 5) 
Using eqns. (2), (3) and (5) the discrete slot boundary condition is written 
$ - $ - U (X-X ) - 21 ~S = 0 o p 0 ( 6) 
which is enforced as a boundary condition at slot control points located 
nominally at the line source qt.antifying points (at panel corners) but 
recessed a suall distance E into the interior flow rrOIa the liue sources 
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representing the slots. This recession distance can be related approxiillately 
to the slot \lidth by assuLling that the radial velocity across a seraicircle of 
radius E centered on the line source shoulu be equal to the transverse 
velocity throubh a slot of width a in the wall being modeled. Accordingly, 
e: = a/Tr (7) 
The panel doublet strengths and line source strengths are both treated as 
unknowus constrained by boundary conditions at the panel centers and slot 
control points. 
Evaluation oi the Linear Discrete Slot SiLlulation.- To exaraine the crossflow 
----- - -- --- -----:---lJroperties of this discrete slot representation, the simulation program was 
used to solve the flow in a long duct with tull length discrete slots on the 
top wall and an upward transpiration introduced over the entire bottom wall by 
means of a uuiform strength source sheet. The solution sho\led that at a 
sufficient distance from the upstream end, an equilibrillLl condition was 
reached in which the flux absorbed by the line sinks on the top wall just 
watched that introduced uniformly over the bottom wall and all longitudinal 
velocity gradients vanished. The equilibrium level of the longitudinal 
perturbation velocity was set to zero by appropriate control of the source 
panel strength at the upstream end of the duct. The resulting flow in the 
equilibrium region is a two dimensional flow in the duct cross section planes. 
From this solution, the potential distributions along two vertical lines 
were determined and are shown in a normalized forLl in fig. 3a. The 
distribution labeled y = 0 is aligned with one of the top wall slots and 
shows the increasing vertical gradient of potential as the sink line is 
approached. The distribution at y = ±.5d shows the potential gradient 
vanishing at the stagnation point halfway between slots. At a distance from 
the wall of less than one slot spacing the two distributions have become 
essentially coincident with a gradient of unity. The distribution 
corresponding to an eq\..Livaleut hOLlogeneous wall representation is obtained by 
extrapolating this interior flow to the wall with a constant gradient. The 
hOLlogeneous slot parameter K is found, by rearranging eqn. (2), to represent 
the jUillP in potential (normalized relative to vnd) between the boundary value 
in the tunnel flow and a reference value in the plenum and is so indicated on 
Fig. 3a. 
For the discrete slot representation, the normalized potential curve at 
y = ±.5d reaches the wall with a vanishing normal gradient indicating 
stagnation of the transverse flow halfway between slots. The potential value 
at this point differed from the ho~ogeneous wall boundary value by about .22 
which agrees with the incremental value derived by Berndt and Sorensen 
(ref. 13). 
The normalized potential curve labeled y = 0 on Fig. 3a can be 
interpreted as the locus of COLlbinations of E and K required to produce 
the saLle flo~ in the tunnel far from the wall as the homogeneous wall model, 
if K and K are measured froLl the same plenum reference value. It is clear 
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that with the discrete slot wadel, the acceleration of tunnel interior flow 
toward the slot provides in the discrete slot solution SOLle of the potential 
browth which lllUSt Le supplied entirely by the boundary condition in the 
homogeneous wall model. This uiscretization increLlent in normalized potential 
is shmm in Fig. 3L as a function of slot opennt!ss ratio aid by using the 
siLlple assumption of eqll. (7) to relate a to S. Fib. 3b shows that this 
variation is a close approxiLlation to the classical log cosecant form of the 
homogeneous wall slot parameter K as given by Davis and Moore (ref. 21). 
This result suggests that instead of eqn. (7), an improved relationship 
between a and s should be sought such that the data of fig. 3a can be 
interpreted under the assumption that 
K - ~ = ; ~n esc (~%) -% (8) 
so that the boundary condition parameter R supplies just those streamline 
curvat~re effects which occur within the slot and in any extension of the slot 
:t10w into the plenuLl chaLlber while those occurring in the tunnel interior flow 
are explicitly modeled by the simulation solution. It was found that the 
function 
s 
d 4. 072a: - 2.859 ( 9) d - -
satisfies this r~quireLlent alLlost exactly tor values of aid between 0 and 
0.3 with a bradually increasing discrepancy tor Llore open slots. 
The Barnwell slot parameter correlation reported in ref. 18 gives a 
homogeneous wall slot parameter K = 3 for the value of aid = .06 assumed 
for the baseline siwulation at this paper. FrOLl eqn (8), the discrete slot 
effects in the tunnel interior should account for an increLlent of .752 
leaving R =2.248 to be used in the discrete slot boundary condition, eqn 
(6). The slot control points are located by eqn (9) at sid = .01538 or 
s/h = .005128 for the baseline slot spacing d = h/3. 
To illustrate SOLle basic properties of the discrete slot representation, 
the baseline simulation with each point disturbance model was run with the top 
and bottom walls slotted for the entire length of the tunnel domain to 
approximate the infinite length slotted test section for which wall 
interference predictions exist in the literature (c.f. ref. 16). The 
equivalent homogeneous wall siLlulation with K = 3 were run for cOLlparison. 
The resulting distributions at the walls of the w, v, and u velocity 
components are shown in figs. 4, 5, and 6 respectively, and the interference 
velocity distributions on the tunnel axis are given in fig. 7. 
In fig. 4a, the longitudinal distributions of vertical velocity at and 
near the top wall center line are shown. Figs. 4b and 4c show selected cross 
plots at constant longitudinal locations of the vertical velocity distribution 
across the top wall from y = 0 to the corner at y = z = h and down the 
side wall to z = O. In the discrete slot cases, the circle sYL1bo~ 
local line source strength converted to an equivalent homogeneous normal 
velocity, -S/2d. These values are seen to be in excellent agreement with the 
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distributions shown for the homogeneous wall simulations. At y locations 
between slots, the discrete slot results closely approximate the desired solid 
wall condition of zero vertical velocity. In fact, the results shown on 
fig. 4a at the discrete slot panel centers are so similar to those given iu 
fig. 2d for the solid wall tunnel (which were intentionally plotted at the 
same scale) that a zero leakage condition over the panels between slots is 
implied. 
It should be Hated that, with one exception to be stated later, the 
results indicated as survey results at the wall were actually obtained from 
-5 
rows of points spaced into the tunnel a distance of l~lO froQ the wall 
panels. In longitudinal surveys at the wall, such as the y = 0 surveys in 
fig. 4a, only those survey points at x/2Sh = 1.625 coincided with the 
longitudinal locations of panel boundaries. The normal velocity anomolies 
shown at these points probably are very localized and result from doublet 
gradient discontinuities across the local panel boundaries. 
The vertical velocity distributions in the vicinity of the tunnel corner 
shown in figs. 4b and 4c are reasonably smooth in the homogeneous wall 
simulation. In the discrete slot simulations, the wall survey points were 
very closely spaced in the vicinity of the corner. The behavior of vertical 
velocity near the corner is reasonably realistic. The top wall survey shows 
essentially zero vertical velocity for all points out to and including the 
next to last point at y = .994h. Only the last point, at y = .99999h shows 
an unrealistically high vertical velocity. The behavior of the lateral 
velocity component in close proximity to the corner, however, is far from 
realistic in the discrete slot simulation. Fig. 5 shows distributions of 
lateral velocity across the top wall and down the sidewall for a case typical 
of those with large outflow through the top wall slots. The distribution frou 
the discrete slot simulation shows the expected variation between 
singularities at the top wall slots and the intended near-zero normal velocity 
on the solid sidewall. At the corner, however, an undesired singularity is 
apparent. This anomoly results from the abrupt termination at the corner of 
the finite strength source sheet which forms part of the top wall flux 
discretizing singularity. This improper feature of the discrete slot 
simulation has not been corrected as of this writing because it is believed to 
have an insignificant effect on the simulation except in the immediate 
vicinity of the tunnel corner near regions of large slot flux. Specifically, 
its effect is excluded from the $ = 0 boundary condition and it does not 
introduce any erroneous source strength. 
Longitudinal velocity perturbations at the walls are shown in fig. 6 in 
the form of longitudinal distributions in fig. 6a and lateral and vertical 
distributions in crossflow planes, selected where the longitudinal gradient of 
wall flux is large, in fig. 6b. In fig. 6b, the survey across the top wall in 
the discrete slot simulation was spaced inward from the top wall a distance 
equal to the slot control point recession distance E. The survey taken very 
close to the wall and used for the wand v distributions of figs. 4 and 5, 
showed longitudinal velocity perturbations essentially identical to those of 
fig. 6b except in the immediate vicinity of the slots. The magnitude of the 
cyclic variation in u across the discrete slots can be related to the 
homogeneous wall case by considerations already discussed. Under the slender 
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body context, the flux through a slot in any crossflow plane was required to 
equal the total horaoge_neous _wall._ flux over _ one slot spacing in the same 
crossflow plane. The resulting equality of the longitudinal distribution of 
wall flux (and, therefore, its gradient) is demonstrated by fig. 4a. The 
slotted yall condition expressed as eqn. (1) shows that the perturbation 
u-up is proportional to the coefficient K if the flux gradient dvnd/dx is 
constant. By using fig. 3a to relate this coefficient for the discrete slot 
case to that for the homogeneous .wall case, it is concluded that the 
perturbation u-up must vary cyclically betyeen ilK times the homogeneous 
wall value at the slot control points to (K+.22)/K times the homogeneous 
wall value midway between slots. Although the role of the plenum pressure, 
expressed herein as the equivalent velocity perturbation up' is discussed in 
a subsequent section, it is sufficient to state here that the value of up is 
essentially zero in all of the simulations with full length slotted walls. 
The longitudinal velocity perturbation distributions across the top wall shown 
in fig. 6c include the homogeneous wall distribution adjusted by the factors 
given above and illustrate that these adjustments do indeed define reasonable 
approximations to the upper and lower bounds of the cyclic distributions 
obtained in the discrete slot simulation. The longitudinal distributions 
given in fig. 6a verify that the magnitude of u at the top wall centerline 
is everywhere larger in the discrete slot simulation than in the homogeneous 
wall case, and that at the discrete slot control points is everywhere smaller 
than the homogeneous wall values. Velocity distributions at the sidewall 
center line are included in fil:,. 6a for comparison. \Vith the point doublet 
and point source model disturbances (those with axisymmetric model-induced 
perturbations) the solid sidewall velocities show the not surprising tendency 
to depart more freely from the open-wall condition (u = 0) than do the 
velocities anywhere on the slotted wall. 
The wall-induced velocity perturbations along the tunnel axis from the 
homogeneous and discrete slot simulations are compared in fig. 7. The 
agreement shown is excellent although not exact. It should be noted that 
although the effects of small changes in K were examined, the baseline value 
of 2.263 used herein yeilded the best overall agreement with the homogeneous 
wall interference velocity distributions. When compared with the interference 
velocity magnitudes for the solid wall tunnel shown in fig. 2b, the 
discrepancies shown in fig. 7 justifiably can be called insignificant. 
To check for limitations, the discrete slot simulation was used for lift 
interference prediction over the full range of slot widths from open to 
closed. Lift interference was chosen so that comparisons could be made \-li th a 
different discrete slot simulation, the \lALINT code of Steinle and Pejack 
(ref. 19), which is capable of lift interference prediction for infinite 
length slots. 
Equations (8) and (9) show that in the present simulation, the slot width 
ratio aid for discrete slots may be changed by varying either the boundary 
condition pararaeter K or the control point recession E. The equivalence of 
this simulation to the homogeneous yall representation was checked for the 
case of a point lift disturbance in a tunnel of infinite length having a 
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square cross section with solid side walls and six slots in each of the top 
and bottom walls. The results are given in fig. 8 which shows the lift 
interference parameter 0 at the model location as a function of the slotted 
wall parameter P of the top and bottom walls. The homogeneous wall case, 
calculated using the Fourier transform series solution given in reference 16 
for this tunnel geometry, is shown for comparison. The present discrete slot 
simulation with E fixed at a small distance and K varying showed excellent 
agreement with the homogeneous wall theory over the entire range of P from 
~ero (solid wal!, approximated by K = 10000) to 1.0 (open wall, requiring 
K < 0). ~lith K set at zero and E varying, excellent agreement \laS 
obtained for values of P from O.S to 0.8. For P > 0.9 (corresponding to 
aId above 0.22), E becomes a significant fraction of the tunnel half height 
and the flow at the slot control points no longer represents the flow at the 
wall location. For P < 0.48 (aId less than 3xl0-S) the calculated value of 
o becomes that for the solid wall because E diminishes into an arbitrarily 
dimensioned domain where the influence of the adjacent line source is 
calculated by a limiting form appropriate for E = O. 
Results calculated by the WALINT method of Steinle and Pejack (ref. 19) 
are also shown on fig. 8. In this aethod, the tunnel walls are built up of 
infinite length panels. A boundary condition representing either a solid or a 
porous surface is imposed along the center line of each panel. For the 
results shown on fig. 8, each slot was represented by a panel with a width 
equal to the slot width and a very high porosity coefficient (R = 10000) in 
the boundary condition. Fair agreement with the homogeneous wall lift 
interference was obtained for P > 0.6 but significant error is apparent for 
lower values of P. For both discrete slot methods, control of the simulated 
slot width by controlling a geometric feature of the numerical representation 
(panel width in the WALINT method and control point recession in the present 
method) is applicable only in a limited range of slot widths. Control of the 
simulated slot width through the boundary coefficient K in the present 
method appears to be free of such limitations. The present simulation of the 
homogeneous wall case predicted a lift interference at P =.S which, 
although not shown on fig. 8, was indistinguishable from the theoretical 
result. 
Alternative Slot Boundary Condition.- The slot boundary condition used in the 
baseline simulation, given by eqn (6), relates the local slot flux to the 
potential growth from the slot origin. An alternative condition relating the 
longitudinal gradient of slot flux to the local perturbation of longitudinal 
velocity is obtained by differentiating eqn (6) with respect to x. Because 
the line source strength is distributed in linearly varying segments, the flux 
gradient is expressed in finite difference form. The resulting slot condition 
is 
1 'N LlS _ u-u --K--O P 2 b.x (10) 
which is imposed at control points at the midpoint of each source line 
segment. The relationship between R and the control point recession E 
derived previously is assumed to be appropriate with this condition. 
is 
Distributions of vertical velocity at the walls obtained with this 
difference form of the slot boundary condition are illustrated in fig.9a for 
the point source disturbance along with the corresponding hOLlogeneous wall 
results, and the wall-induced velocities on the tunnel axis are cOLlpared for 
all three point disturbauces in fig.9b. It is apparent that the normal 
velocity at the solid-wall parts of the discrete slot wall reached much larger 
Llagnitudes than those ior the integral slot condition case shown in fig. 4, 
but are distributed across the slotted wall in such a way that the net wall 
"leakage" at a given crossflow plane is still small. As a result, the 
distributions oi the wall-induced solid-blockage and wake-blockage velocities 
agree reasonably well with the lloLlogeneous wall results. In the liiting case, 
however, any errors in wall flux are of opposite sign on the top and bottoLl 
walls allowing errors in wall-induced upwash to accumulate with distance 
downstream without causing corrective feedback through the ¢ = 0 boundary 
condition. 
Although sensitivity of simulation results to the longitudinal location 
of slot control points relative to the source line segments is not illustrated 
herein, such sensitivity was iound to be significant when the difference form 
of the slot condition, eqn (10), was used but was essentially zero with the 
integral forLl of the slot condition, eqn (6). 
Finite Slot Length Consiuerations.- Some illustrative results of simulations 
with slotted walls of finite length are cOLlpared in figs. 10 and 11 with those 
representing infinite leugth slotted and solid walls. The finite length slots 
were assumed to extend over the range of x/2Sh values from -1.58 upstream 
to 1.46 downstream of the location of the point disturbance representing the 
model. These locations are pointed out on the figures with the notations SO 
for slot origin and SE for slot end. Note that the simulated slot length 
expressed in units of h decreases with increasing Bach number. For the 
results shown, the solid-wall duct downstreaLl of the slotted region was 
assULled to have an effective inviscid cross section area equal to that 
upstreaLl ot the slots. 
Consider iirst the top wall longitudinal velocity perturbations shown on 
fig. 10 for the point doublet disturbance. In the solid wall case, the duct 
tlow conservation enforced by the walls gives a velocity distribution with 
upstream to downstream symuetry. \lith infinite length slotted walls, this 
sYLlmetry is retained with.a plenum pressure paraLleter up of zero indicating 
that the outflow through the slots upstream of the point doublet is exactly 
balanced by the inflow occurring downstreaLl. With the finite length slots, 
however, this balance is upset (for u = 0) and the total flow quantity p 
sucked in through the slots becomes of the same order as that in the upstream 
duct so that the velocity in the downstream duct is approxiLlately doubled. 
This sensitivity to slot length is a result of the slotted wall boundary 
condition (see ~qn. (1) or eqn. (10» which establishes the longitudinal 
gradient of slot flux as the local value of u-u , combined with the 
p 
conservative governing equation which causes the value of u to respond to 
the accumulated slot flux, that is, the second integral of the of the slot 
flux gradient, from far upstream to the local station. Thus, any change in an 
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initial condition (at point 50 for the finite length slots) is amplified 
with increasing distance downstream. This phenomenon is examined in detail in 
a subsequent section of the paper. 
For more realistic simulations, the present program provides for 
constraining the total slot flux to a specified value which may be given as 
zero to rt!present a sealed plenum chamber around the test st!ction, or as a 
nonzero value to simulate plenum bleed or pumping. The plenum pressure 
parameter up is treated as an unknown ·constant in the boundary condition at 
all slot control points. The sealed plenum condition was specified for the 
final curve on Fig. 10 which shows that a nearly symmetric distribution of u 
over the finite length slotted wall was achieved with a value of u D of 
P 
0.015. These results are plotted on a larger scale in Fig. 11a along with the 
wall-induced solid-blockage velocity distribution on the tunnel axis. The 
effect of finite slot length is seen to be a shif£ in both distributions, the 
magnitude of which approximates the change in up over most of the finite 
slotted region. 
Similar comparisons for the point source disturbance are shown in 
Fig. lIb. The source strength corresponds to the flow quantity displaced by 
the wake of a model with viscous drag. With finite length slots and a sealed 
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plenum (up = .025), the added flow quantity in the downstream solid-wall 
region results in a positive perturbation of both top wall velocity and 
wall-induced (wake blockage) velocity. At the model location, both the 
magnitude and gradient of the wake blockage velocity lie roughly half way 
between the solid-wall and infinite-length slotted-wall results. As an 
alternative, the displaced flow quantity was removed by plenum suction 
(UpS = .033) resulting in near zero velocity perturbation in the downstream 
solid-wall region. For this case, the interference velocity at the model 
location was shifted from the infinite-length slotted-wall value by nearly the 
value of u p 
S 
Results with the point lift disturbance are given in fig. 11c. With this 
L disturbance the distributions of u on the bottom wall (not shown) are equal 
and opposite to those shown for the top wall and the wall-induced velocity on 
the tunnel axis is directed vertically. With finite-length slots, the 
wall-induced upwash must become large enough to cancel the downwash induced by 
the test model and turn the flow back to the direction of the tunnel axis. 
This turning is associated with a velocity peak at the downstream end of the 
top wall slots and a corresponding velocity depression on the bottom wall (not 
shown). \litllOut special treatLlent, the turning probably is too abrupt to be 
realistic for those slotted-wall tunnels which utilize a reentry flap to 
promote smooth flow at the downstream end of the slots. In such tunnels, the 
pressure in the confined region between a slot and its reentry flap must 
depart from the plenum pressure in such a way that the slot flux is reduced 
smoothly to zero at the slot end. 
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To simulate such a reentry flap in the numerical model, the slot boundary 
condition is altered for those control points lying between the flap leading 
edge and the slot end to include an increment in up which varies linearly 
from zero at the flap leading edge to an unkno~m value uf at each slot end 
while the value of S at each slot end is set to zero. In the differential 
form of eqn. (10) the altered slot boundary condition may be written 
(11 ) 
whereas the integral form becomes 
~ - ~ - U (x-x ) -! f 2CUf - ! ~S = 0 o p 0 2 2 (12) 
where f is set to zero for all slot control points lying upstream of the 
flap leading edge. The effectiveness of this reentry flap model in smoothing 
the flow at at the downstream end of a top wall slot in the finite length 
solutions of fig. llc is illustrated in fig. 12 where values of longitudinal 
velocity perturbation and slot flux at the slot control points are shown. The 
location of the reentry flap leading edge is indicated by the notation RF. 
The lift interference results shown on fig. llc indicate that although the 
reentry flap causes the downstream slot end effects to be felt somewhat 
farther upstream, all finite length effects for the case illustrated are 
confined to the region downstream of the point lift disturbance. It should be 
noted that the same reentry flap illustrated in fig. llc was included in the 
finite slot length illustrations of figs. lla and Ilb but its effect was not 
very pronounced with the doublet and source disturbances. 
Nonlinear Slot Flow Characteristics 
Perhaps the most technically advanced understanding at present of the 
nature of slotted wind tunnel wall flows is embodied in a flow model which was 
defined initially in the study reported in ref. 13 and is described more 
graphically in ref. 17 which also describes a general inviscid theory for its 
application. Ref. 8 describes the incorporation of simplified viscous effects 
into this theory and its subsequent implementation for the case of transonic 
axisymmetric (and therefore nonlifting) flows. Two important nonlinear 
features are embodied in the slot flow model of ref. 17. The first is the 
accounting for the dynamic pressure of transverse flow in the slots as part of 
the pressure difference across the slotted wall. The second is the provision 
that ingestion of low-energy plenum air into the tunnel allows the plenum 
pressure to be felt on a boundary inside the tunnel. These two features have 
been incorporated in a somewhat simplified form as options in the present 
simulation program. The simplification includes the assuwption that all slot 
flux in the inward direction represents ingestion of low-energy air. It 
follows that the transverse dynamic pressure accounting should be included 
only for slot outflow, and then only after all plenum air previously ingested 
through the same slot has been ejected. 
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In the present nuwerical model, the outflow dynamic pressure effect is 
accounted for by a quadratic term in the slot boundary condition. In the form 
of eqn. (1), this term would be written in the right hand side as 222 -vn d /2a • 
Using the substitution S = -2dv'n leads to the discrete slot form 2 2 -s /8a • 
2 In ref. 20, Wood mUltipies this term by [(TI+2)/TI] to represent the 
contraction of a lIelmholz jet separating from the slot edges. The treatment 
in ref. 13 on the other hand, simply recognizes that viscous accounting might 
call for an equivalent inviscid slot width smaller than a. In the present 
simulation, the value of a used in the quadratic term is an input quantity 
independent of K. For the illustrations in this paper, the inviscid value 
corresponding to aId = .06 was used. 
The nonlinear effect of slot inflow is modeled under the assumption that 
all fluid entering the tunnel through each slot has low velocity and 
accumulates in a tubular bubble which is semicircular in cross section and 
centered on the slot. The ,cross section area of the bubble is the 
longitudinal integral of half the line source strength starting at the origin 
of inflow. Under the assumption that the air in the bubble is essentially 
quiescent, the plenum pressure should be felt at the boundary of the bubble. 
Conceptually, this boundary condition on the tunnel flow could be implemented 
by setting K = 0 in the slot boundary condition equation (6) and imposing 
the resulting condition at control points recessed into the tunnel by the 
radius rb of the bubble. The computational work for this procedure would be 
very large because of the need to recalculate the influence coefficients of 
all singularities on the relocated control points and solve a new uatrix 
equation at each iteration step. 
In the procedure actually used, the slot control points are held at the 
fixed recession distance ~ and the y = 0 curve of Fig. 2 is used to 
approximate the value of K at z = ~ which would result in R = 0 at 
z = r where r is related to rb throubh an arbitrary attenuation factor 
F defined as 
r 
(13) 
For this purpose, the y = 0 curve of Fig. 2 is represented analytically as 
r 1 (TI a) 6K'r = d - TI ~n esc 2d 
where aid is expressed as a function of rid by use of equation (9). 
nonlinear slot boundary condition now may be written 
_52 
1 'N 65 _{8a"2 
U -(up+fuf ) - -2 K -- -box 1 'N 65 
"2 6K 6x 
, 5<0 and 
, 5~0 or 
(14) 
The 
(15) 
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where 
~k = -k + ~K' - ~K' 
£ r (16) 
Note that if an outflow region occurs downstream of an inflow region, the 
outflow is used first to r~duce the bubble radius to zero before the outflow 
dynaUlic pressure term is invoked. In the preferred integral form, the 
nonlinear slot boundary condition is written 
X 2 
{f- .L2dx1 , S<O and rb =0 } 1 2 1 ~ x 8a ¢ - ¢ - u (x-x ) - -f cu - - KS = 0 o po 2 f 2 1 ~1<s , S~O or rb>O 
where the integral along the slot is evaluated with recognition that S 
discretized into linearly varying segments and can change sign within a 
segment. 
(17) 
is 
To solve the system of equations, the nonlinear terms, which are included 
in the right hand side of the system of otherwise linear equations, are 
ignored in a first trial solution and then evaluated iteratively for 
subsequent solutions. TIle Gaussian elimination procedure used to solve the 
system invokes a triangular factorization of the left hand side coefficient 
matrix followed by back substitution of the right hand side. By saving the 
factored matrix from the first iteration, the computer time required for 100 
subsequent iterations was about the same as that used for the first trial 
solution. Solution convergence to a maximum residual of 10-6 of the largest 
nonlinear term required between 20 and 200 iterations for the cases 
illustrated in this paper. A typical solution did not beneiit from 
under relaxation but a small amount of smoothing was required in the 
distribution of S along each slot to stabilize a slmlly divergent mode which 
was observed as a spacial oscillation in regions of large slot inflow. 
In view of the approximate nature oi the slot inflow modeling procedure, 
the slot inflow regions of several solutions using eqn. (17) for the slot 
boundary condition have been examined in detail to determine how closely the 
pressure at the inflow bubble boundary matched the plenum pressure. Some of 
the results are illustrated in fig. 13 which shows longitudinal velocity 
perturbations in the vicinity of the top wall slot nearest the centerline from 
four solutions with the point lift disturbance. For the first solution, the 
only nonlinear term included in the slot boundary condition was the outflow 
dynamic pressure term. Because all significant flux through this top wall 
slot was in the inflow direction, the results shown for this case can be 
interpreted in terUlS of the linear slot condition expressed by eqn. (11). The 
perturbation u at the slot control points is shown on fig. 13 by the square 
symbols and the plenum condition (up+ fu f ) is shown by the solid line. The 
difference between these two is indicative of the local pressure difference 
across the slot which is resisted, according to eqn. (11), by the slot 
streamline curvature. 
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The remaining three solutions shown on fig. 13 satisfied the complete 
slot boundary condition given as eqn. (17) but different values of Fr were 
used to evaluate ~R. Eqn. (13) shows that values of Fr less than unity 
attenuate the boundary condition shift from the actual control point at 
r = £ toward a virtual control point at r = rb • \11 th Fr = 0, no shift 
takes place and eqn. (16) reduces to ~R = -R thereby canceling the slot 
streamline curvature effect. The Fr =.0 plot on fig. 13 verifies that the 
plenum and reentry flap pressures were well reproduced at the slot control 
points. These solutions were surveyed along lines extending inward from the 
slot control points to determine the u perturbation at the inflow bubble 
boundary, shown on fig. 13 by the circle symbols. For all three solutions, 
the values of bubble radius at x/2Bh = .08 fell in the range 
rb/h = .026 ±.001 and at the slot end, in the range .10 ±.Ol. With Fr = 0, 
the u perturbation at the bubble boundary departed significantly from the 
target plenum distribution ?t longitudinal locations near the lift disturbance 
at x = 0 and in the reentry flap region. The solution with Fr = 1 shows 
that the unattenuated boundary condition shift to the bubble boundary caused 
an excessive reduction in u in the vicinity of the lift disturbance. The 
intermediate value of Fr =.3 is seen to yield a more balanced overall 
agreement between the u perturbation on the bubble boundary and the plenum 
and reentry flap distribution and was, therefore, chosen as the appropriate 
value of Fr for subsequent simulations. 
The effects of the two nonlinear slot flow phenomena on simulated tunnel 
flow and wall interference properties are illustrated in fig. 14 for the point 
lift disturbance and in fig. 15 for point doublet and point source 
disturbances. With a nonlinear boundary condition, the normalized form in 
which the results are presented no longer renders them independent of 
disturbance magnitude. The disturbance strengths selected represent a model 
size somewhat larger than that usually tested in a slotted test section and 
correspond to a lift of CLS/C = .04, a point doublet giving solid blockage 
of V/h3 .025, and a point source corresponding to ~S/C = .02. 
For the lifting case, the flux distributions on the top wall and bottom 
wall slots are shown in figs. 14a and 14b respectively. The effect of the 
outflow nonlinearity is to reduce the outflow peaks occurring on the bottom 
wall slots downstream of the model and to distribute the outflow more 
uniformly across the three bottom wall slots. To compensate for outflow 
reduction in this region, the positive value of up (shown in fig. 13) caused 
increased outflow through the upstream part of the bottom wall slots and an 
overall decrease in the top wall slot inflow. The addition of the nonlinear 
condition on inflow tended to concentrate the top wall inflow into a region 
downstream of the model and near the wall center line. The associated further 
increase in up caused an outflow condition over the upstream portion of the 
top wall slots and a general increase in outflow through the bottom wall 
slots. The u perturbation surveys at the top and bottom wall center lines 
given on fig. l4c show that the slot nonlinearities cause a significant 
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redistribution of the perturbation peak wagnitudes and imply that proper 
accounting for the slot flow nonlinearities will be important in matching a 
simulated slotted tunnel flow to measured wall pressures. The wall 
interference velocities at the tunnel axis (fig. 14d) show that the effect of 
each type of slot nonlinearity on the wall-induced upwash is significant but 
the two efiects tend to cancel each other. The most important effect of the 
nonlinearities is to cause a wall-induced decrement in longitudinal velocity 
as part of the lift interference. This form of wall interference, which does 
not exist with a linear slot boundary condition, results from the previously 
discussed effects of the nonlinearities on the slot flux distributions which 
produce a net outflow upstream of the lift disturbance and a net inflow 
downstream. 
The efiects of slot flow nonlinearity on simulations with point doublet 
and point so~rce disturbances are illustrated in figs. 15a and 15b 
respectively. Although the nonlinear effects are less dramatic in these cases 
than iIt the liftint> case, it is observed that with all three model disturbance 
types, the effect of either nonlinearity is to drive the wall-induced 
longitudinal velocity perturbations in the negative direction. This results 
frow a phenowenon cowwon to all disturbances which balances the nonlinear term 
action to restrict outflow or enhance inflow over the downstream portion of 
the slots against the reduced plenuw pressure which acts over the entire slot 
length to promote outflow. 
Hach Effects 
All of the siulUlation results presented in the preceding sections of this 
paper were obtained from simulations with Mach number specified as zero. TIle 
results are presented in a normalized form which renders them applicable at 
all subsonic }mch numbers for which linearized cowpressibility accounting is 
suitable. In the case of finite slot length, however, it was noted previously 
that the test section geometry corresponding to the normalized results varies 
with the assumed 11ach number. }mch number effects on wall interference in a 
fixed geometry test section are illustrated in fig. 16 for simulations with 
both linear and nonlinear slot boundary conditions. Results with point 
doublet, source and lift disturbances are shown in figs. 16a, 16b and 16c 
respectively. 
In the norwalized form used, the effect of increasing Bach number is 
identical to the effect of stretching the test section geowetry in the 
longitudinal direction by the factor l/S. Fig. 16 shows that with the linear 
slot boundary condition, the resulting wall-induced velocities at the 
disturbance location are closer to the infinite slot length predictions at 
high Hach nuwber than at }mch nuwber zero. Inclusion of the nonlinear terms 
in the slot boundary condition, on the other hand, apparently has more effect 
at high lmch number than at Hach number zero. This is particularly true in 
the lifting case for which the wagnitude of the wall-induced lonbitudinal 
velocity decrement increases with Mach number by approximately the same factor 
(l/S) as the effective incompressible slot length. 
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Hodel and Sting Simulation 
The l'resent siLlulation program provides for representing the wind-tunnel 
test model either by the point doublet, source and lift disturbances used in 
the siLlulations discussed in the preceding sections or by a system of 
distributed singularities capable of a much more realistic simulation of the 
perturbations f~lt at the tunnel walls from a wing-body-tail test model. It 
should be eLlphasized that the requirements for th~ distributed singularity 
representation are based on use of the test section Llow siQulation as an 
element of an interference assessment procedure. These requirements include 
Llatchiug total forces and l1l0ments to prescribed values and accurate 
predictions of model-induced perturbations at the tunnel walls. Desired 
features include Llodest computational resource requirements and convenient 
application to "quick look" situations where load distributions are not 
available in detail. Note that accurate flow simulation at the model surface 
is not a requirement. 
The model representation in the present prograQ was evolved from that 
used by Rizk and SLlithLleyer (ref. 6). The body representation was extended to 
include crossflow effects for arbitrary body caLlber and angle of attack and to 
include the displaceLlent effects of a separated wake. Details of the body 
modeling and the similar modeling used for the model support sting are given 
in Appendix D. The wing and tail modeling are nearly the same as those of 
ref. 6 but the present formulation allows a iinite thickness wake to be shed 
froLl the trailing edge. Appendix E describes the wing and tail representation 
in Llore detail. The wodel representation can be characteri2ed simply as a set 
of singularities located on easily described lines in the model interior with 
streubths calculated irOLl local geometric properties of the model. No model 
surface boundary conditions are imposed. The far field l'roperties of the 
LIodel-induced flow are those appropriate to the Qodel volume, wake 
displaceLlent and liit. Figs. 17 and 18 are presented to illustrate that the 
near field flow is represented with only modest discrel'ancies. 
Fig. 17 illustrates some capabilities of the body and sting Llodeling. 
The flow Qodeled is that around an isolated body of revolution (not in a wind 
tunnel) consisting of a cylindrical center portion and ogive nose and tail 
portions. In arbitrary length units, the body extends from station -5 to +5 
and the portion between stations -4 and +4 is cylindrical with a radius of 0.4 
units. The flow properties shown are perturbation velocity components on 
straight survey lines displaced one body radius from the axis in the direction 
of one or two values of the azimuth angle, 8. Thus, within the cylindrical 
region, the velocities shown are those at the location of the simulated body 
o 0 0 
surface. Results for body angles of attack of 0 ,-90 and -45 are shown in 
figs. 17a, 17b and 17c respectively. At the non-zero angles of attack, the 
windward attachment line is at 6 = 0 where the solid cylinder surface 
o 
condition would be satisfied by u = -1 at -90 angle of attack and by 
u-w = -1 at -450 angle of attack. At the body shoulder (8 = 900 ) the solid 
cylinder surface condition would require v = 0 at all angles of attack. 
The results given on fig. 17 show that the body representation approximated 
these surface conditions very well over most of the cylinder length but 
discrepancies existed near the cylinder-ogive junctures. The LlaxiQuQ velocity 
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error was less than 8 percent of Uoo • 
The part of the body at nt!gative body stations was identified to the 
siMulation program as the test model and the part at positive statiuns is 
identified as the sting. Interference perturbations are defined in the 
simulation prograM as the perturbations arising from all singularities except 
those represt!nting the test model. Thus the valut!s of llIu and llIw shown 
on figs. 17b and 17c are velocity perturbations due to tht! sting. 
Interference velocities are not plotted on fig. 17a because at zero angle of 
attack they are practically indistingui~hable froM the total perturbations 
over the ~tillg and from the zero axis upstream of the sting. The absence of 
an interference peak at the Model-sting juncture shows that tht! siuulation 
properly recognized that the sting origin at body station zero is shielded 
rrOM the onset axial flow by the blunt base of thl;! model. This shielding does 
not apply to crossflow, however, so the interference velocities at non-zero 
angle of attack ShO\1 rapid variation in the vicinity of the taodel-sting 
juncture. 
It should be noted that in a typical wind tunnel test simulation, the 
juncture of the Model and its support is the only place where interference 
perturbations are felt on the model within the near field of the interfering 
element. Results trom such a simulation with the present program should be 
used with caution not only because of the near field shortcomings of sting 
simulation discussed above but also because the present inviscid simulation 
does not account for viscous coupling between model and sting. 
As indicated in Appendix E, the perturbation fields induced by the 
thickness and lift distributions over a wing or tail are approximated by 
expressing the influence of the chordwise distribution at each spanwise 
station as the first four terms of a series derived from binomial expansion 
about the 50 percent chord line. The far field asymptotes of the significant 
properties of the wing-induced flow are produced by the first term of the lift 
series and the first two terms of the thickness series and therefore are not 
affected by truncating the series to four terms. The numerical integration 
used in the spanwise direction is simply a summation of the influences of 
Singularities concentrated at discrete spanwise stations which yields a low 
order approximation to the influence of a continuous spanwise distribution of 
singularities. Again, the far field accuracy of the flow properties is not 
compromised by this approximation. 
The near field effects of these approximate representations have been 
examined for the case of an isolated rectangular wing of aspect ratio 6. For 
the thickness problem, the airfoil section at all spanwise stations was the 
polygon whose corners are defined by the standard coordinate table for the 
NACA 0012 airfoil section. A full continuous surface representation of this 
thickness distribution was set up within the present simulation program as a 
network of source panels having strengths specified as the chordwise thickness 
gradient of each segment of the polygonal airfoil representation. The four 
thickness series coefficients were determined by chordwise integration of this 
same source distribution. Pressure coefficient distributions in each solution 
were calculated along the nine longitudinal survey lines located relative to 
the wing as indicated in Table 1. The distributions along the line one chord 
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length above the wing midspan are shown in fig. 18. The term by term buildup 
of the series solution is compared with the source panel solution indicated as 
the series limit on fig. 18. The maximulil discrepancy between the four term 
series solution and the limit solution is less than 6 percent of the maximum 
Cp magnitude and occurs near xlc = 0 where the x origin is at the airfoil 
50 percent chord location. Similar comparisons on all nine survey lines are 
summarized in Table I. 
For the lift series evaluation, the flow field used as the series limit 
was obtained from a vortex lattice solution for the same rectangular aspect 
ratio 6 wing at unit lift coefficient. The spanwise stations for the series 
representation were located at the vortex lattice boundaries and the series 
coefficients at each station were evaluated by averaging the two adjacent 
chordwise summations of the discrete vortex strengths and their appropriate 
moments. The Cp distributions on the survey line one chord length above the 
wing midspan shown for the lift series in fig. 18 again indicate that the 
maximum difference between the four term series and the series limit solutions 
occurs in the wing near field and is, in this case, less than 3 percent of the 
maximum Cp magnitude. The summary given in Table I shows that larger 
relative discrepancies occur, for the lift case, on those survey lines located 
near the wing tip. It is believed that in this region, the error resulting 
from the low order of spanwise lift distribution associated with the present 
representation is more important than that resulting from chordwise series 
truncation. 
COMPARISON \HTH EXPERIHENTS 
The DFA Wall Pressure Experiment 
Ref. 21 describes an experiment that consisted of static-pressure 
measurements on the walls of a slotted transonic tunnel test section during 
force tests of two sting-supported models. One of the test points of that 
experiment has been the subject of several simulation runs using the present 
program. Presented herein are a brief description of the simulated case, a 
comparison of the simulated and measured wall pressures, and illustrations of 
the effects of changing several simulation parameters both on wall pressures 
and on tunnel interference. 
The experiment was conducted in the Diffuser Flow Apparatus (DFA) which 
is described in ref. 22. For the particular case simulated, the larger of the 
two models used in the experiment was installed at an angle of attack of 
3.23 0 and tested at a ~~ch nU1ilber (based on empty tunnel calibration) of 
0.5873. For these conditions, the model is characterized by V/S3h3= .060, 
2 CDS/S C = .011, and CLS/C = .016. A sketch of the test section and model 
installation are shown in fig. 19. Note that the model is inverted in the 
tunnel and is located slightly below the tunnel axis. The slot open area 
ratio aId increased from zero at the slot origin to a maximum of 0.0915, 
decreased to a minimum of 0.0351, then increased to a value of 0.06, the 
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constant value in the vicinity of the test model. These variations in slot 
width were specified in the basic DFA simulation along with corresponding 
variations in K which was given as 2.263 in the vicinity of the model and 
held constant over the reentry flap. The increasing slot width over the 
reentry flap was specified for use in the nonlinear outflow term. It was 
assuwed for simulation that the divergent slopes of the upper and lower walls 
indicated on fig. 19 were just sufficient to compensate for boundary layer 
growth on all four walls. The step increase of about 7 percent in tunnel 
height at the downstream end of the slots provides a region for mixing with 
low energy flow to form, in effect, a thick boundary layer in the entrance to 
the solid-wall diffuser. For the basic DFA simulation, it was assumed that 
the dislJlacement thickness of this layer just filled the step in tunnel 
height. In some variant simulations, however, a 5 percent increase in the 
effective inviscid tunnel height at this point was simulated by turning the 
strea.L1lines outward in the reentry flap region by means of a negative strength 
source lJanel superimposed over the reentry ilaps. 
The effects of some of the geometric ieatures of the DFA simulation on 
longitudinal velocity distribution through the tunnel are shown in fig. 20 
which gives the u-perturbation on a survey line located between the tunnel 
axis and sidewall close to the model wing plane. The effect of simulating a 
5 percent step in effective tunnel height at the slot end is shown as are the 
effects of removing the Model and tne sting. With the model and sting 
removed, the test section flow is essentially unperturbed upstream of 
x/h = 6.1 where the sidewall shaping begins. Addition of the sting produced 
a velocity decrement in the test section due to the upstream influence of the 
sting flare, followed by a marked velocity increase where the duct area 
blocked by the sting was significant. The change in perturbation velocity due 
to the further addition of the test illodel is characteristic of the effects of 
the model volume and is Much smaller in peak Magnitude than that due to the 
sting. 
Pressure coefficients from the DFA experiment in three rows on each of 
the top and bottom walls and five rows on the sidewall are compared.with those 
at the same row locations from the DFA simulation in fig. 21. f,.s noted in 
ref. 21, the wall lJressure coefficients measured in runs with the model and 
sting removed showed variations of significant magnitude relative to those 
measured with the model and sting installed. For this reason, the 
experimental values shown in fig. 21 are in the form of the "adjusted Cp" of 
ref. 21, i.e. the empty tunnel value at each orifice has been subtracted out. 
The simulation results on fig. 21 were obtained in a run identical to the 
basic DFA simulation except that the entering velocity was set by the 
requirement that the sidewall C value at x = .36h and z = 0 should p 
match the experimental value. On the top and bottom walls, simulation results 
were not obtained at y = O. Instead, C values at the simulation control p 
points at y = .083h are compared with the experimental row at y = O. 
that 
and 
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The simulation results generally exhibit the same characteristic features 
are apparent in the experimental C distributions although the magnitude p 
location of the features might differ. For example, on the bottom wall, 
the suction peak associated with the suction surface of the inverted lifting 
wodel is clearly apparent in both the experimental and siwulated results, the 
wagnitudes of the negative C peaks and the gradients upstream and downstream p 
of the peaks are similar but the experiwental suction peaks are located 
farther downstream than those from the simulation. On the side wall, the 
experiwental and simulated results agree reasonably well and both show a 
pronounced vertical gradient of C in the region opposite the model wing 
p . (x/h == 3.5). The downstream end of all of the simulated distributions show 
the beginning of the transition of the sting flare influence trow positive 
pressures upstream to negative pressures downstream which was pointed out 
relative to fig. 20. A similar trend toward negative C downstream is found 
p 
in all of the experimental distributions that extend to x/h = 4.5. The most 
serious discrepancy betwen the experimental and simulated wall pressures 
occurs on the top wall where the positive pressure peak at x/h ~ 3.7 which is 
apparent in the siwulated results is almost nonexistent in the experimental 
data. No reason for this discrepancy is offered herein. 
As stated previously, one of the reasons for developing the present 
simulation program was to use it in a tunnel interference assessment 
procedure. In such use, certain parameters of the simulation would be made 
responsive to measured wall pressures. As initially envisioned, K(x) on 
each slotted wall or even on each slot was the primary candidate for the set 
of adjustable parameters. The effects of arbitrary and gross changes in R 
along the entire length of all slots on top and bottom wall pressures and on 
interference velocity components near the tunnel axis are shown on fig. 22. 
The maximum change in wall pressure resulting from the global change in K 
illustrated on fig. 22 is observed to be about twice the magnitude of the 
maximut.l difference between the experimental and simulated wall pressures on 
fig. 21. This observation leads to doubt that local changes in K(x) would 
be capable 01 matching the simulated wall pressures to the distributions 
measured in this experiment. 
In seeking other simulation parameters which might be adjusted to improve 
agreement with measured wall pressures, particular attention should be paid to 
areas where the validity of modeling assumptions might be questioned. One 
such area is the vicinity of the downstream end of the slots where the change 
in effective inviscid tunnel height is not well defined. Also, in view of the 
previously demonstrated sensitivity of the tunnel flow to plenum pressure, the 
assumption of a perfectly sealed plenum could be questioned. The effects on 
top and bottom wall pressures and on tunnel interference velocities of the 
5 percent change in effective tunnel height at the slot end introduced in 
fig. 20 and of removal or addition of 5 percent of the tunnel flow through the 
plenum are shown on fig. 23. These simulation parameters do not provide much 
help in making localized changes in wall pressure but their effect on the 
general level and gradient of wall Cp is large enough to suggest that they 
should be considered for inclusion in the total set of adjustable parameters. 
It is unfortunate that wall pressures were not measured downstream of 
x/h = 4.5 in the DFA experiment. The velocity distributions of fig. 20 
suggest that the addition of wall pressure measurements just downstream of the 
slot ends would be of great value in determining the proper magnitude of the 
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slot end step representation. 
The values or the plenum pressure parameter up and of the maximuLl 
radius of the low energy inflow bubble at the downstream slot end for each of 
the simulations shown on figs. 22 and 23 are listed in the accompanying table. 
Low energy inflow occurred through the bottom wall slots starting at x/h 
near 3.2 for all cases except the 5 percent plenum suction case which 
eliminated all slot inflow. Because inflow allows the plenum pressure to be 
felt inside the tunnel, the bottom wall pressures of fig. 23 (except for 
plenum suction) are essentially insensitive to the simulation changes and 
those of fig. 22 are related closely to the change in up with R. 
Case u p r /d b,max 
Basic DFA .00044 .276 
5% step .00057 .264 
5% suction .00146 0 
5% injection + step .00035 .441 
K = 10 .00529 .196 
it = 0 -.00023 .328 
The interference velocities shown in figs. 22b and 23b are those on a 
survey line passing longitudinally along the model wing at y/h = .2. This 
line lies in close proximity to the sting, the iniluence of which dominates 
the interference perturbations downstream of the model base at x/h = 4.1. 
The interference distributions demonstrate that the interference at the model 
predicted by the simulation is responsive to the simulation parameters which 
might be adjusted to match the simulation to measured wall pressures. 
Simulation of Rapid Slow-Down 
One of the structural design conditions for a transonic wind-tunnel test 
section is the dynamic condition following a sudden loss of tunnel drive 
power. In steady operation at a transonic Bach nULlber, the plenum chamber is 
a large volume reservoir in which the density is much less than that in most 
of the remaining tunnel volume. During a reduction in }~ch number, a density 
readjustment takes place requiring a transfer of Llass from the tunnel to the 
plenum chaLlber at a rate dependent on the plenum volume and the rate of fuch 
number decrease. The pressure difference between tunnel and plenum required 
to produce the Llass transfer must be resisted by the wall structure. If it is 
assuLled that all of the mass is transferred through the wall slots of a 
slotted test section, the present simulation program can be used to provide a 
quasi-steady simulation of the instantaneous flow in the test section at some 
instant in the dynamic process. 
Experiments have been made in the National Transonic Facility (NTF) at 
NASA Langley Research Center in which dynamic instrumentation was used to 
measure the time history of pressure difference across the test section 
sidewall at four longitudinal locations on the wall centerline during 
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ffiaximum-rate slowdowns from an initial steady state at }illch number of unity. 
Simultaneous time histories of other quantities including plenum pressure were 
measured. Data from one such run at the instant of peak sidewall pressure 
difference have been used to establish the conditions for a quasi-steady 
simulation. At this instant, the 11ach number entering the test section was 
found to be .86 and the total outflow quantity through the slots was calculated 
to be .0715 of the flow rate entering the test section. This calculation was 
based on the instantaneous rate of increase of plenum pressure, the known 
plenum volume and the assumption that plenum temperature was equal to the 
static temperature in the tunnel at M = .86. For the simulation, the 
slotted-wall geometry was the same as that shown in fig. 19 for the DFA 
experiment except that in the reentry flap region, K was set to 1000 to 
represent the opinion that for this large amount of slot outflow, the reentry 
flaps would act essentially as a solid wall. No model, sting, sting support 
sector nor expanding diffuser were represented in the simulation. 
Compressibility effects are represented in the simulation in a linearized 
form valid for small perturbations from the specified Mach number. Isentropic 
relations for one-dimensional flow indicate that removing .0715 of the mass 
flow rate of a Mach .86 flow results in a Mach number of .70 in the same duct 
area. Simulation runs were made with Mach number specified as each of these 
two values. The total slot outflow of .0715 of the entering flow was 
specified for both simulations. The resulting pressure coefficient 
distributions on the sidewall center line are compared in fig. 24 with 
measured values at the four longitudinal locations. The effect of Mach number 
on the experimental values simply reflects the effect of changing the 
reference Mach number used for reducing the dimensional measured pressures to 
coefficient form. If it is reasoned that the comparison between experimental 
and simulated results should be made using the M = .86 results as a limit for 
the upstream end of the slots, and the H = .70 results as a limit for the 
downstream end, the agreement could be called good. The possibility should be 
recognized that dynamic effects not represented in the quasi-steady simulation 
might be significant. One such effect is the apparent pressure gradient 
associated with the finite propagation rate of the pressure change across the 
tunnel fan. The upstream traveling compression ramp might produce a 
particularly significant contribution because it is steepened by the 
downstream flow velocity in the test section. 
CHARACTERISTIC MODE OF TUNNEL/PLENill1 INTERACTION 
Many of the simulation results involving finite length slots discussed in 
the foregoing sections exhibit the effects of a common pattern of interaction 
relating the plenum mass flow constraint, plenum pressure, slot boundary 
condition and effective capture area at the downstream slot end to the 
longitudinal distribution of tunnel flow pressure or longitudinal velocity 
perturbation. The results shown on fig. 10 which were used to introduce the 
effects of finite slot length demonstrate clearly that the velocity 
distribution through the slotted tunnel is highly sensitive to small changes 
in plenum pressure. 
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In an attempt to clarify the role played by plenum pressure in these 
interactions, an analysis has been performed in which the tunnel flow is 
simplified to the one-dimensional flow in a constant area duct with 
transpiration through the duct walls governed by the slotted wall boundary 
condition. A similar analysis for the case of perforated walls is described 
if ref. 23. 
With compressibility effects expressed by the Goethert rule, flow 
continuity requires that the duct velocity be related to the wall 
transpiration by 
(18) 
where the product of number of slots and slot spacing expresses the slotted 
wall perimeter. The homogeneous slotted wall boundary condition expressed as 
in eqn. (1) is the appropriate form for this simplified analysis because in 
the homogeneous wall form, the longitudinal velocity perturbation u is more 
representative of an average tunnel value than that localized to the slot 
vicinity used in the discrete slot condition. Differentiating eqn. (18) leads 
to 
which is substituted into eqn. (1) to give 
(19) 
Let A be defined as 
( 20) 
which has units of length and is characteristic of the slotted tunnel geometry 
and ~~ch number. Eqn. (19) may now be rearranged as 
which is satisfied by the solution 
u = u + c eX/ A + c e-X/ A p 1 2 
At the slot origin, identified as x = 0, the flow should be unperturbed, that 
is, 
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u = 0 I x = 0 du - 0 rx-
Note that eqn. (lS) shows that the second constraint is equivalent to v = o. 
n 
These two constraints are satisfied by setting the constants of integration to 
c = C =-lu I 2 2 p 
The solution then becomes 
(2I) 
This solution may be interpreted as the shape of a characteristic mode of 
u(x) within a slotted test section. At locations where x/A is greater 
than 0(1) this mode is dominated by the exponential 
the mode can be established by specifying either u 
x/A 
e • The magnitude of 
or the value of u at p 
the downstream end of the slotted section. Because eqn. (19) is linear, 
u(x) defined by this solution can be superimposed on the distributions 
arising from other disturbances if the boundary conditions satisfied are 
linear. 
the 
Figs. 10 and 11b both illustrate the effects of a change in the specified 
level of plenum flow rate for two different model disturbances. These cases 
2 
are characterized by values of K = 3, n = 12, and C = 4h from which the 
characteristic length is found to be A = She For both disturbances, the 
change in downstream velocity relative to the change in plenum pressure is 
~U/~up = -6S.4 which satisfies eqn. (21) with a slot length of 4.93Sh. The 
presence of a reentry flap in both simulations introduces uncertainty as to 
the effective slot length in the context of eqn. (21). The actual slot length 
in the simulation is 4.SSSh to the reentry flap leading edge or 6.09Sh to 
the slot end. 
In the rapid slow-down simulations of fig. 24, the specified flow rate 
from tunnel to plenum is the only disturbance driving the simulation. In this 
case, the active slot length is well established at 4.92h because of the 
large value of K specified over the reentry flaps. The nonuniform slot 
width (and K), however, as well as the use of the nonlinear slot boundary 
condition prevent a direct quantitative comparison with eqn. (21). The 
accompanying table shows that the reduced slot length x/A predicted by 
eqn. (21) using u/u from the simulation is 25- to 35-percent low if A is p 
assumed to be She The discrepancy could be reduced by assuming an increase 
in K which would increase the resistance to slot flux thereby acting in the 
same direction as the slot outflow nonlinearity. 
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Bach number 
slot length/ Sh 
downstream u/uf? 
x/ A from eqn. (21) 
.70 
6.88 
-40.4 
4.41 
.86 
9.613 
-7U1.6 
7.25 
Although the simplifying assumptions used in the derivation of eqn. (21) 
must introduce some inaccuracy, the agreement with simulation results is good 
enough to justify the use of eqn. (21) as an aid to the conceptual 
understanding of the flow phenomena in finite-length slotted test sections. 
An important observation is that for slot lengths greater than about 5.5 times 
the characteristic length A, the difference between plenum pressure and 
tunnel static pressure at the slot origin is at least two orders smaller than 
the pressure perturbation in the tunnel at the downstream end of the slots. 
This finding has a bearing on the suitability of plenum pressure as a 
calibration reference for tunnel static pressure. With regard to wind tunnel 
dynamics, the response to a change in the pressure difference between the 
upstream and downstream ends of the slotted region should be characterized by 
a rapid adjustment of the magnitude of the pressure distribution expressed by 
eqn. (21) at a rate governed by the pressure propagation time along the plenum 
and across the test section. The change in slot flux should be similarly 
rapid. The plenum pressure, however, should change at a much slower rate 
governed by the tiLle constant of the first order dynamic process governing the 
filling of the plenum chamber volume. Eqn. (21) shows that with sufficiently 
long slots, the tunnel static pressure at the slot origin is essentially 
locked to the plenum pressure and, therefore, must lag behind the pressure 
change at the downstream end of the slots. 
CONCLUDING REHARKS 
The computer prograu described herein provides for simulation of the 
subsonic flow in slotted-wall wind tunnel test sections with recognition of 
several important features usually omitted from prediction of slotted tunnel 
wall interference. These features include discrete, finite-length wall slots 
with reentry flaps at the downstream ends, subject to the slot flow rate 
constraints imposed by a plenum chamber with or without plenum pumping, and 
nonlinear accounting for dynamic pressure effects of slot outflow and 
ingestion of low energy air in regions of slot inflow. Observations made 
during development and limited application of the simulation have led to the 
following summary remarks regarding (1) simulation accuracy, (2) clarific@ 
of phenomena, and (3) recommendations for use of the simulation. 
1. Checks of simulation performance against the principle of mass 
conservation and predictions from classical slotted-wall theory showed that 
both solid wall and slot flux boundary conditions formulated in terms of 
velocity potential are clearly superior to those formulated in terms of a 
velocity component. 
2a. Simulating the slotted wall with discrete slots allows the slot 
perturbations in the tunnel interior flow to be separated quantitatively from 
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those flow phenomena occurring within each slot and its extension into the 
plenum chamber. The log cosecant function of the slot width-to-spacing ratio 
which appears explicitly in most of the theoretically derived expressions of 
the equivalent homogeneous slotted wall boundary condition expresses only the 
tunnel interior flow perturbation effect. 
2b. Representation of the finite length of tunnel wall slots invokes a 
characteristic roode of tunnel flow, the roagnitude of which is suppressed to 
zero for infinite length slots. This mode provides an exponential 
distribution between unequal static pressure at the upstream and,downstream 
ends of the slotted region and requires that the plenum pressure be very close 
to the upstrearu static pressure unless the slots are very short. 
2c. Inclusion in the simulation of two nonlinear features of slot flow 
behavior alters the distribution of wall-induced longitudinal velocity due to 
ruodel Llockage and introduces a significant longitudinal component of the 
wall-induced velocity due to ruodel lift. 
3a. The liruited range of parametric variations illustrated herein should 
be extended to a broad parametric study including simple forms of variable 
geometry coupled with monitoring of wall pressure near the downstream end of 
the slots to iruprove the design and/or use of slotted test sections. 
3b. In incorporating the present simulation into a proceuure for 
interference assessment, local values of the slot boundary condition parameter 
probably do not constitute an effective priruary set of variables for matching 
measured wall pressures. Furthermore, both the set of variable parameters and 
the set of measured pressure locations should include members appropriate for 
establishing both the tunnel/plenum interaction mode and the effective capture 
area at the downstream slot end. 
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APPENDIX A 
IMPROVED STORAGE UF AERODYNAllIC IHFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS 
The high order panel method program used as the basis for the present 
simulation provides for singularity distributions in each panel with orders as 
high as biquadratic for doublet singularities and bilinear for source 
singularities. Six singularity distribution coefficients are required to 
quantify the biquadratic distributions and three coefiicients for bilinear 
distributions. For a panel with combined high order source and doublet 
loading, the eleraental aerodynaraic influence coefficients relating the panel 
to a single control point consist of the potential and three components of 
velocity induced at the control point by each of the nine singularity 
distribution modes, a total of 36 influence coefficients. The total number of 
such influence coefficients in a problem sized for a system of 600 linear 
equations could reach the order of 107 in the most complex case. In the panel 
method program, the array of influence coefficients is first calculated (by 
the procedures of ref. 14) and stored, then is accessed to build up the matrix 
of boundary condition coefficients, and is accessed again to interpret the 
solution. The CDC CYBER 2U3 computer used during development of the present 
simulation had a core memory size available to the user of less than 106 • The 
computer resources required, therefore, for storing and accessing this one 
array were significant. 
A procedure for more efficient handling of the influence coefficients was 
developed during the present study. The basic panel method procedure involves 
expressing each singularity distribution coefficient on a panel as a linear 
combination of the singularity strengths at singularity points on a cluster of 
neighboring panels within a COllllllon network of panels. The combining 
coefficients are calculated by a weighted least squares fitting process which 
is dependent only on the georaetry of panels and singularity points within each 
panel network. (For biquadratic doublet panels, the fitting process used is 
the minimized doublet discontinuity approach of ref. 15.) Boundary conditions 
are imposed at control points located identically with the simgularity points 
so that the boundary condition coefficients form a square matrix relating the 
set of boundary conditions to the set of unknown singularity strengths at the 
singularity points. Each element of the square matrix is then the 
accumulation of the products of elemental aerodynamic influence coefficients 
with singularity fit coefficients sllmraed over all panels whose singularity 
distribution is linked in the fitting process to the local singularity 
strength. Singularity points (and control points) are located in general at 
the panel centers. In networks of panels with biquadratic doublet 
distributions, additional points are located along the network edges and 
corners. 
In the improved procedure, the elemental aerodyn~ic influence 
coefficients are calculated for each panel and imraediately corabined with the 
set of singularity iit coefficients for that panel and the products 
distributed over the appropriate storage locations so that when the process is 
completed, the corabined influence coefficients relating one singularity point 
to a single control point consist of the four aerodynamic quantities induced 
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by each of the two singularity types, source and doublet. Thus, a maximum of 
eight storage locations are required for each singularity point-control point 
pair. It should be noted that in the typical tunnel test section simulation 
as discussed in this paper, alhlost all sirugularity points are in networks with 
either source or doublet singularities but not both. For each such 
singularity point, only four storage locations per control point are required. 
The following table shows a comparison of the array size required for 
influence coefficient storage in the original elehlental form and the new 
combined forM for problems having 600 unknowns distributed over four equal 
size networks having source only, doublet only, and combined source and 
doublet singularities in all networks. 
Singularity type 
Source only 
Doublet only 
Source and doublet 
EleMental 
influence 
coefficients 
6 4.32xl06 5.99xl06 8.99xlO 
Combined 
influence 
coefficients 
6 1.44xl06 1.44xl06 2.88xlO 
The COMbined influence coefficients are stored as a sequence of vectors 
in a one-dimensional array using a vector length equal to the total number of 
control points plus slot origin points. Thus, the length of that portion of 
the array actually used is minimized regardless of the problem size. 
In addition to the benefits of reduced array size, further reduction in 
computer resource requirements was achieved by calculating, combining, and 
accuQulating in storage the influence coefficients for one network, and then 
retreiving these coefficients to fill the portion of the boundary condition 
coefficient Qatrix associated with that network before proceeding to the next 
network. If the portion of the influence coefficient storage array associated 
with that network is sQall enough to reside cOQpletely in central Qemory along 
with the other data needed to perform the above operations, then the number of 
times that that portion of the array is passed through central memory is 
reduced from three to two. 
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APPENDIX B 
PANEL SOURCE DISTRIBUTION IN SLOTTED \lALL NETWORKS 
Homogeneous \lall 
A bilinear source panel network with some special properties is used in 
conjunction with a biquadratic doublet network to model the homogeneous 
slotted walL The homogeneous wall boundary condition to be imposed at all 
panel centers is given by eqn. (2). The imposition of the unperturbed outer 
flow condition at coincident doublet panel control points leads to the 
equivalence uetween normal velocity at the wall and local source strength. 
Eqn. (2) implies that the source strength should be zero at the upstream edge 
of the slotted region. At the downstream edge, the reentry flap modeling 
requires a row of control points to be placed along the network edge at panel 
boundary midpoints. The reentry flap boundary condition imposed at these 
points presumes but does not enforce zero source strength at the downstream 
edge. 
The bilinear singularity fit procedure (see Appendix A) was modified for 
all panels adjacent to the upstream and downstream network edges by including 
a phantom singularity point at the midpoint of the panel boundary on the 
network edge. Although the singularity fit coefficients directly indexed to 
this point have no subsequent use, the presence of this point in the weighted 
least squares process alters the other singularity fit coefficients such as to 
reduce the magnitude of source strength at the network edge. It was found 
that assigning a weight of 10 to this phantom point (compared with standard 
weights of 106 for the local panel center and unity for all neighboring panel 
center points) produced a reasonable compromise between zero source strength 
at the network edge and source continuity at the opposite panel edge. 
Discretely Slotted \lall 
The special source network used to model a tunnel wall with discrete 
slots is a flat rectangular network of rectangular panels. Source lines 
representing the discrete slots are placed coincident with the interior 
longitudinal panel boundaries. The line source strength is quantified at all 
interior panel corners and these strengths are members or the set of 
singularity unknowns for the network. One unknown reentry flap parameter for 
each slot completes the set of unknowns ior the network. The line source 
strength is zero at the upstream and downstream network edges and varies 
linearly along each panel boundary. A control point is located on each line 
source segment at a uniform fraction of the segment length. The optimal value 
of the fraction is either one half or unity depending on whether the slot 
boundary condition is expressed in the difference form of eqn. (10) or the 
integral form of eqn. (6) respectively. 
A bilinear source distribution is attributed to each panel. For all 
panels lying between line sources, a target value of the source sheet strength 
at each panel corner is related to the line source strength at that corner by 
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(see eqn. (5» 
a = -S/2d (81) 
Although a bilinear distribution cannot be fitted in general to four corner 
values, it can be fitted to four values at the panel edge hlidpoints. The 
target values at the panel corners, therefore, are averaged in pairs to form 
the panel edge midpoint values used to express the three bilinear sourct! 
distribution coefficients as a linear combination of the four line source 
strengths at the panel corners. The combining coefficients are used 
subsequently as the singularity fit coefficients described in Appendix A. 
For Vaut!ls lying between a streamwise network edge and the first or last 
source line, only two target values of panel corner source strength can be 
determined by eqn. (Bl). If the problem is defined on only one side of a 
plane of symmetry, and one edge of the discrete slot network lies on the plane 
of syunuetry, then the target source strength at each panel corner on the plane 
of symmetry is set equal to that at the corner adjacent to a line source at 
the same longitudinal station. Target source strengths at panel corners on 
the opposite network edge are chosen to satisfy 
/
nmax 
-2 adn = lS 
o 
(B2) 
where n is the network coordinate normal to the source lines and the 
integral and summation are performed at a constant longitudinal station across 
the entire network width. If symmetry is not utilized, the target source 
strength values at panel corners on the network edges are required to satisfy 
both eqn. (B2) and 
nmax 
-21 andn = 1 SnS 
o 
where the values of nS are n values at the source lines. 
(B3) 
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APPENDIX C 
AERODYNAllIC INFLUENCE OF SOURCE LINE SE(,'HENTS 
Consider a source line segment as shown in the accompanying sketch 
z P(x,y,z) 
with a source strength distribution given by 
The ~otential at the field point P(x,y,z) induced by the elemental source 
at xS'O,O is 
Let 
313 
= -S(xS) dxS 
47TA x-xS) 2+S2(y2+z2) 
r = 
R = fx2+ s2r2 
o 
Rl = ~x+~1)2+ s2r2 
R2 = /(x-~2)2+ s2r2 
Then 
The result of integration over Xs may be written 
Differentiating with respect to x or r gives 
~x = !~ 1 ~/n [R!-(X+~! lH~! + ~Jn(Ro-xl~/n [Rz-(X-~2l 11 
~r = 5 ~:r 1 ~!lRC~ Hi! l] {+ ~2)(R: -X) + ~2 [R2-~ X-~2lJI 
Hote that as r-O, RO-Ixl, Rl-lx+R.ll, R2-lx-R.2 1 and the quantities in 
.square brackets in the expressions for cj>, cj>x' and cj>r approach zero for all 
values of x greater thau that of the corresponding singular point (-\, 0, 
or R.2 )· Thus, the expressions for cj>, cj>x' and cj> are singular at r = 0 in r 
the entire range -R. ~ x < (Xl 1 but are well behaved at r = 0 and x < -R.l . 
Although some singularities can be eliminated by evaluating limits as r_O 
for use where r« (R.l +R.2 ), the above expressions are sensitive to rounding 
errors even for larger r if x» (R.
1
+R.2 ). 
The singular behavior at r = 0 and x > R.2 is an artifice of the 
mathematical formulation because there is no physical reason for the flow 
around this line source segment to be less well behaved at large positive x 
than at large negative x. The following formulation avoids this troublesome 
bt:!llavior by using the above expressions only for x < 0 and reversing the 
x-axis sign convention if x > o. 
k = -sign(x) 
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Com~utational singularities are avoided uy specifying a s~all number 
anu identifying those iield points 
~ = 0 for those points and setting 
r 
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P(x,y,z) 
2 2 
r = e: 
for which r2 < e: 2 , setting 
before evaluating ~ and ~ • 
x 
APPENDIX D 
SLEIJDER BODY REPRESENTATION OF STING AND HODEL BODY 
In the Llethod of ref. 6 the Lloael body is rel'rt:!sented as a slender body 
of revolution at zero angle of attack. The perturbation potential at a field 
point P(x,y,z) is that of a line source having a strength distribution on 
the body axis at Yb,zb defined according to slender body principles as equal 
to the distribution of the gradient A' of the body cross section area A. 
TIlis potential is given in ref. 6 as 
where 
A'dx 1 (D1 ) 
For numerical computation, the integral in eqn. (D1) was approximated by a 
Simpson's rule s~L1ation of weighted influences of a series of point sources. 
The equivalent body, therefore, has a stepwise distribution of cross section 
area. 
The present simulation retains the low order singularity distribution 
equivalent to a stepwise area distribution but provides for both a sting and a 
model body, both lying in the wind tunnel y = 0 plane with otherwise 
arbitrary inclination and camber. Displacement effects arising from slender 
body axial flow and crossflow and from a separated wake are represented. In 
accordance with the concepts of ref. 24, the perturbations due to the axial 
and crossflow components of the onset flow are assumed to be those arising 
from source and doublet singularities, respectively. The order of 
distribution equivalent to a stepwise distribution of cross section area is 
the series of discrete point sources and of piecewise constant strength line 
doublets. Unlike the procedure of ref. 24, however, the point source and line 
doublet strengths are equated to the local increment and magnitude, 
respectively of body cross section area. 
To define the body, an ordered sequence of body station x and z 
coordinates is specified. Each straight line segLlent connecting adjacent body 
stations is taken as the axis of a body element. The element volume and 
separated flow wake width are specified for each element. In the following 
discussion, the perturbation potential at the i-th field point Pi due to the 
j-th line doublet element is first expressed for incompressible flow in terms 
of the cylindrical coordinate system shown in the accompanying sketch and then 
subjected to a combined accounting for compressibility by the Goethert rule 
and transforLlation to the tunnel cartesian coordinate system. Barred 
quantities refer to the incompressible domain. 
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The potential induced lJy the crossilow doublet line with constant 
strength ~. is oLtained by integrating eqn. (2.42) of ref. 23 over the 
length T. J 
D U . sin l}.( '(. -"I. ~.) q; . = J 1 1· J _ ;=:;;:!:l =:;:; 
lj 4rrr i y'('~._I.)2+ F.2 1~.2+ F.2 1 J 1 1 1 
(D2) 
In the wind tunnel cODpr~ssible flow, the j-th lJody station lies at (x.,O,z.) 
and the j-th doublet line extends from station j to station j+l. J J 
At P(x. ,y. ,z.), 
l. l. l. 
~. = (x.-X.)cos a. - e(z.-z.}sin aJ. 1 1 J J 1 J 
~.-1. = (X.-X·+1}COS a. - e(z.-z'+l}sin a. lJ lJ J lJ J 
- 2 r. = 1 {X.-X.}2sin2a. + 2S(x.-x.}{z.-z.)sin fi. lJ J lJ lJ J 
+e2[y.2+{z._z.}2cos2a.] 
1 1 J J 
sin ei = [(xi-xj)sin aj + S{zi-Zj}cos aj]/Fi 
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Now, express the cross section area in terms of the eleruellt volume V as 
B2V. 
A. =~ 
J R,. J 
then, 
2B2V .sin a. 
ll· = J J J 't. J 
(03) 
and the source strength at station j is 
2 ~. = ~.cas ;. -~. lcas;. I + B w.(z.-z. 1) J J J J- J- J J J- (04) 
where w. is the separated wake width prescribed for element j. Then 
J 
NS S NS-I 0 
cf> = ~cf> .. + ~ cf> .. 
; j=l lJ j=l lJ 
(05) 
where 
(06) 
and NS is the numb~.r of body stations. 
The source series S. requires special treatment at the end points. At j=l, 
J 
the A. lCOS a. 1 must be omitted. At j=NS, A.cos a. uust be omitted to ]- J- J J 
simulate an unseparated body base flow. AlternativelY, p£ovision is made to 
siuulate a blunt base wake by omitting both of the Acos a terms from SNS. 
The three velocity coruponents at point P are formulated by differentiating 
eqn. (DS) with respect to x., Y., or z .• 
~ ~ ~ 
The sting is simulated by a formulation identical to that of the body 
except that provision is made to omit the source at the initial sting station 
Sl to represent a sting emerging from a blunt body base. 
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APPENDIX E 
WING THICKNESS AND LIFT REPRESENTATION 
The procedure used in this simulation to deteroine the perturbation at a 
field point P(x,y,z) due to the distribution of wing thickness over the wing 
planform is essentially the same as that describeu in ref. 6 except that the 
present procedure does not require the wing thickness to go to zero at the 
trailing euge. Instead, a finite trailing edge thickness is permitted so that 
the wake blockage associated with a wing wake springing from the trailing edge 
along the entire span may be siculated. In the case of lift distribution, the 
procedure used herein is identical with that described of ref. 6 but the 
formulation will be repeated herein tor completeness. 
Using the small perturbation representation of the longitudinal gradient 
of wing thickness as a local source sheet strength, the perturbation potential 
due to thickness is 
(El ) 
where 
and t is the local source strength within the wing planform lying in the 
x 
Z = Zw plane. Now, let xw(Y
I
) be the locus of wing mid-chord points, and 
x = X - xw(YI) 
Xl = XI- Xw(YI} 
R =..JX2+ a2 [(Y-YI)2+(Z-Zw)2] = R(X,y,Z;YI,zw) 
The chordwise integration of eqn. (El) is simplified by expanding 
in terms of the binomial series 
where 
l/R 
w 
(E2) 
In the far field, 11« 1 and the first few terms of the series provide a 
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good approxiLlation to R. By using eqn. (E2) anti performing the chordwise 
integration of eqn. (E1)w 
(E3) 
where 
and 
(E4) 
To relate this formulation to that of ref. 6, eqn. (E4) is integrated by 
parts for n = 0,1,2,3 yielding 
Ao = tTE 
where c is the local chord (xTE-xLE). 
may be recognized as the T of ref. 6. 
n 
The integrals 
The potential due to the wing liit distribution is given in ref. 6 as 
b/2 X 
L _ 1 f J TE (z-zwh (1 + X-X1)dX dy 
cp (x,y,Z;X1'Yl'Zw) -r- 2 2 1 1 
't1T -b/2 X (y-y) +( z-z ) - R LE 1 w w (E5) 
where y is the local bound vorticity. By using the binomial expansion 
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where 
Equations for the velocity components are found by differentiating eqns. (E3) 
and (E6) with respect to x, y, or z. Similar formulations are used to 
determine the perturbation due to tail thickness and tail lift. 
In practice, the A and r are established at a discrete set of wing 
n n 
spanwise stations and the integrations with respect to Yl are periormed 
nULlerically. In the program iuplementing the method of ref. 6, the 
integration Llade use of Simpson's rule and required, therefore, that the wing 
statiolls be uniiorhlly spaced. In the present siml1lation, this restriction is 
avoided by using the tral'ezoidal rule for nULlerical integration. 
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TABLE I. - HEAR FIELD ACCURACY OF \JING THICKNESS AND LIFT SERIES 
z 
o 
o o survey lines 
o 
y 
Thickness series Lift series 
Relative Relative 
y/c z/c ICplmax lb.cpl max error ICplmax Ib.Cplmax error 
0 1 .020896 .001187 .0568 .166718 .004669 .0280 
0 2 .005071 .000065 .0128 .071940 .000769 .0107 
0 4 .000947 .000009 .0095 .024802 .000316 .0127 
4 0 .005597 .000259 .0463 .002662 .000352 .1322 
5 0 .001450 .000009 .0062 .000596 .000043 .0721 
7 0 .000333 .000002 .0060 .000109 ,000005 .0459 
4 1 .003395 .000031 .0091 .019518 .001319 .0676 
5 2 .000827 .000005 .0060 .009792 .000332 .0329 
7 4 .000176 .000002 .0114 .004299 .000091 .0212 
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Figure 1. - Major features of baseline tunnel simulation. 
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Figure 2. - Si~ulated flow in a solid wall duct with indirect and direct forms 
of Neumann boundary condition. 51 
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(b) Wall interferellce velocity on tunnel axis. 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
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Figure 2. - Continued. 
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Figure 3. - Characteristics of the discrete slot simulation with a uniform 
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Figure 4. - Continued. 
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Figure 6. - Discrete slot effects on longitudinal velocity at walls in 
baseline tunnel with full length slots. 
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(b) Lateral and vertical distributions with point doublet and 
lift disturbances. 
Figure 6. - Continued. 
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(a) Lateral and vertical distribution of vertical velocity at walls 
Figure 9. - Selected discrete slot effects using alternative discre,te slot 
boundary condition in baseline tunnel simulation. 
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Figure 9. - Concluded. 
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Figure 11. - Effect of finite slot length on longitudinal velocity at top 
wall centerline and interference velocity at tunnel axis. 
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Figure 11. - Concluded. 
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Figure 13. - Effect of slot inflow nonlinearity modeling on longitudinal velocity 
perturbations in vicinity of top wall centerline with point lift disturbance. 
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Figure 13. - Concluded. 
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(a) Top wall slot flux distributions. 
Figure 14. - Effect of slot boundary .condition nonlinearities on tunnel flow 
properties with point lift disturbance. 
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Figure 14. - Continued. 
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(c) Longitudinal velocity perturbation at top and bottom wall centerlines. 
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(d) Interference velocity at tunnel axis. 
Figure 14. - Concluded. 
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(a) Point doublet disturbance. 
Figure 15. - Effect of slot boundary condition nonlinearities on longitudinal 
velocity at top wall centerline and interference velocity at tunnel axis. 
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Figure 16. - Effect of ~~ch number on interference velocity distribution 
at tunnel axis with linear and nonlinear slot boundary conditions. 
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(c) Point lift disturbance. 
Figure 16. - Concluded. 
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Figure 18. - Pressure coefficients induced by series representation of 
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(a) Top and bottom wall pressures. 
Figure 21. - Comparison of measured and simulated wall pressures in the DFA wall 
pressure investigation sample case. Simulated tunnel velocity adjusted 
to match siJewall centerline pressure at x = O.36h. 
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Figure 21 • - Concluded. 
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Effect of slot parameter K on simulation results for the 
DFA wall pressure investigation sample case. 
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(b) Tunnel interference velocities at y ~ O.2h, z = -O.084h. 
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(a) Top and bottom wall pressures at y = O.083h. 
figure 23. - Effect of plenum pumping and slot end step on simulation results 
for the DFA wall pressure investigation sample case. 
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Figure 24. - Comparison of peak sidewall centerline pressures during rapid 
slow-down of NTF with quasi-steady simulations. 
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